Reliable Initial Trauma CT Findings of Supraclavicular Brachial Plexus Injury in Patients Sustaining Blunt Injuries
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The brachial plexus is a complex neurologic structure in the neck and upper extremity supporting many functions (Fig 1). Brachial plexus injuries (BPI) are uncommon injuries in patients affected by trauma, occurring in about 1%. Common causative mechanisms include traction on the head and neck such as in vehicular collisions (particularly motorcycles and snowmobiles) and penetrating trauma in cases of stabbings or shootings. BPI may be classified by the varying degrees of damage to the nerves and nervous system supporting structures, initially based on the work by Sunderland and Seddon, and these degrees of damage carry important prognostic information. The site of injury is clinically important because supraclavicular injuries, especially preganglionic rootlet avulsions, are the most grave. Other factors including diagnostic delay and delayed referral for surgical repair, both increasing the time from injury to repair, have also shown significant detriment to functional recovery.

Diagnostic imaging, as a noninvasive complement to surgical exploration, has become critical in evaluating patients with suspected BPI. The evolution of optimal imaging assessment for BPI dramatically occurred across time, beginning with conventional radiographs and myelography, followed by CT myelography, and currently rests at MR imaging of the brachial plexus as the criterion standard in an attempt to accurately detect the location of injury. CT without myelography lacks the superior soft-tissue contrast resolution of MR imaging and historically has not been used to evaluate BPI. It

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Traumatic brachial plexus injuries are uncommon but can be debilitating. Early diagnosis is critical. Most patients undergo CT after trauma. We sought to identify correlative CT findings of supraclavicular brachial plexus injuries to discern who may require further evaluation with MR imaging and to measure multireviewer performance for their interpretations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We identified all MR imaging examinations of the brachial plexus from our institution from January 2010 to January 2021 and included those performed for trauma. We excluded patients with penetrating or infraclavicular injuries and without preceding CTA of the neck or CT of the cervical spine. The cohort of 36 cases and 50 controls remained for analysis and were assessed for 6 findings: scalene muscle edema/enlargement, interscalene fat pad effacement, first rib fracture, cervical spine lateral mass/transverse process fracture, extra-axial cervical spinal hemorrhage, and cervical spinal cord eccentricity, forming a reference key. A resident physician and 2 neuroradiologists (blinded to the MR imaging) independently reviewed each CT scan for these findings. We measured agreement (Cohen $k$) between observers and against the reference key.

RESULTS: Interscalene fat pad effacement (sensitivity, specificity, 94.44%, 90.00%; OR = 130.33; $P < .001$) and scalene muscle edema/enlargement (sensitivity, specificity, 94.44%, 88.00%; $OR = 153.00; P < .001$) correlated significantly with brachial plexus injury. Agreement between observers and the key was almost perfect for those findings and fractures (pooled $k > 0.84; P < .001$). Agreement between observers was variable ($k = 0.48$–0.97; $P < .001$).

CONCLUSIONS: CT can accurately predict brachial plexus injuries, potentially enabling earlier definitive evaluation. High interobserver agreement suggests that findings are consistently learned and applied.

ABBREVIATION: BPI = brachial plexus injuries
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Anatomy of the brachial plexus. A frontal illustration (A) shows the anatomy of the brachial plexus as it arises from the neural foramina from the C4 to T1 levels, coursing between the anterior and middle scalene muscles and giving rise to many nerve branches. The cervical nerve roots of the brachial plexus are numbered 1 higher than the level where they originate (eg, the C5 nerve root arises from the C4 level, the C6 root from the C5 level, and so forth) because the C1 nerve root arises from above the C1 vertebral body at the skull base, and subsequently, there is a C8 nerve root but not a C8 vertebral body. The brachial plexus is divided into 5 roots, 3 trunks, 6 divisions, 3 cords, and terminal branches. A cross-sectional illustration (B) shows the anatomy of the proximal portions of the brachial plexus and nerve rootlets as they exit the spinal cord. Fibers from the dorsal rootlet complex with first-order sensory nerves in the dorsal root ganglion and fibers from both ventral and nerve rootlets blend before separating into ventral and dorsal nerve rami outside the neural foramina. The ventral rami go on to become the roots of the brachial plexus.
is, however, often performed for initial trauma evaluation and may detect the first signs of a traumatic lesion in this sensitive area.\(^2\)

The objectives of this retrospective study are 2-fold. First, we aimed to establish the diagnostic utility of traumatic findings of BPI on CT by identifying injuries and injury patterns on the initial CT imaging in a cohort of patients with subsequent MR imaging performed for concern for BPI, thereby enabling radiologists to predict the presence of BPI on the basis of the initial trauma CT scan earlier in the hospital course. If successful, this process enables earlier definitive imaging and surgical treatment or, in the case of a nonsurgical injury, early physical therapy for prevention of long-term morbidity. Second, we aimed to evaluate the interobserver agreement between a resident physician and 2 fellowship-trained neuroradiologists when evaluating these findings, with the end goal of extrapolating the validity and generalizability that might be expected in various practice environments.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Given that this is a retrospective study, our local human research protections office declared the study to be human subjects research exempt from institutional research board and associated regulatory requirements. The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) regulations applied, but given the retrospective analysis, a waiver of HIPAA authorization was approved. Data were kept in compliance with all HIPAA standards.

Our 2-part retrospective reader-based diagnostic performance study began with a retrospective search for all consecutive brachial plexus MR imaging examinations performed at our level 1 trauma center from January 2010 through January 2021 (Table 1), which was performed using our hospital’s PACS. The inclusion criterion for our cohort was to have undergone MR imaging for brachial plexus evaluation. Following exclusion of MR imaging examinations performed for nontraumatic reasons, MR imaging examinations were then separated into groups by whether they were interpreted as positive or negative for BPI. Any examination initially interpreted as indeterminate was independently reviewed by a fellowship-trained neuroradiologist (J.L.R., with a 2-year neuroradiology fellowship and 14 years of postfellowship experience), and a final determination was made. Examinations were excluded if they were not performed for the evaluation of trauma (Fig 2). Any examination that included a penetrating or infracavicular injury (i.e., inferior to the clavicle) was excluded. We then reviewed the imaging performed before MR imaging, and patients who did not undergo an initial evaluation with either CT neck angiography or CT of the cervical spine without contrast for evaluation of traumatic injuries (within 48 hours of injury) were excluded. CT myelograms were not included in this study because they neither reflect the criterion standard nor are typically used in initial polytrauma imaging.

**Imaging Parameters**

The protocol and imaging parameters for the MR imaging of the brachial plexus, CT of the cervical spine, and the CT neck angiography varied during 11 years, but the most common protocol and ranges are the following:

1. MR imaging of the brachial plexus examination included a large-FOV coronal STIR of the bilateral brachial plexus as well as 3-plane spin-echo 2D oblique imaging along the

---

**Table 1: Patient demographics and mechanisms of injury by case group**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Cases (n = 36)</th>
<th>Controls (n = 50)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (range) (mean) (yr)</td>
<td>18–75 (38.7)</td>
<td>18–73 (41.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanism of injury</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor vehicle collision</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorcycle collision</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall from height*</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All-terrain vehicle accident</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor vehicle vs pedestrian</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assault</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall from standing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall from horse</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicycle accident</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Fall from height = (>10 ft, 3.048 m).
course of the side of clinical concern in both T1 and STIR. The T1 images were acquired with a TR range of 566–700 ms and a TE range of 9–10 ms. The STIR images were acquired with a TR range of 2500–2600 ms and a TE range of 75–76 ms. Also performed were axial oblique 3D volumetric acquired spoiled gradient-echo sequences with a TR of 15 ms, a TE of 5 ms, and a flip angle of 28°.

2. The CT cervical spine examination was performed at 120 kV (peak) using dose-modulation acquisition techniques. Slice thicknesses were 2 mm and acquired in the axial plane. Three-plane sharpened bone kernel images were provided as were axial and sagittal planes in a smooth soft-tissue kernel.

3. The CT neck angiography examinations were performed at 120 kVp and used dose-modulation acquisition techniques. Slice thickness was 1 mm and was acquired in the axial plane using a smooth soft-tissue kernel with coronal and sagittal reformat filters. Patients received 100 mL of iodine-based IV contrast of iodixanol, 320 mg/mL (Visipaque; GE Healthcare).

Reference Standard
For the first portion of our study, a resident physician (M.R.P., postgraduate year 4) and the senior author (J.L.R.) evaluated all CT examinations for the presence of 6 specific findings, which were predetermined on the basis of a prior, smaller-scale retrospective abstract:13 scalene muscle edema/enlargement (Fig 3), interscalene fat pad effacement (Fig 4), first-rib fracture, cervical spine lateral mass or transverse process fracture, extra-axial cervical spinal herniation (Fig 5), and cervical spinal cord eccentricity (Fig 6). Before determining the presence or absence of these findings, the study orders were randomized and the demographic information was hidden. These results were tabulated and used as the reference key against which observers would be measured during the second portion of the study. We determined the sensitivity, specificity, and OR of these findings with 95% CIs when compared with the presence or absence of BPI on the MR imaging examination.

Agreement Compared with the Reference Key and between Observers
For the second portion of our study, a separate resident physician (J.R.D., postgraduate year 5) and 2 separate fellowship-trained neuroradiologists (A.M.B., 2-year neuroradiology fellowship and 7 years of postfellowship experience; S.M.C., 1-year neuroradiology fellowship and 3 years of postfellowship experience) underwent individual 15-minute training sessions led by the first author, which detailed positive and negative examples of CT findings from cases outside the study cohort. The examinations were de-identified, and the readers then independently reviewed each CT examination, blinded to the results of the MR imaging or neurologically localizing information, and determined whether the 6 CT findings were present or absent on each examination, interpreted in a specific order sorted by examination date. The observers were able to use all images provided in the examination, including multiplanar reformats and reconstruction kernels (eg, bone, soft-tissue) if they were performed at the time of the initial imaging acquisition, and all standard tools available in the PACS (eg, window width and level adjustment, sharpening and softening filters). If the patient had undergone both a CT of the cervical spine and CT neck angiography, the observers were provided with the CT neck angiogram because the overall data provided (eg, a larger field-of-view, improved soft-tissue contrast resolution) were better on this examination. Interobserver agreement (Cohen κ) for each reviewer was compared against the reference key generated in the first portion of the study, as well as against the other reviewers. Pooled interobserver agreement (Cohen κ) was calculated from the individual reviewer’s data by determining a two-thirds majority (ie, when ≥2 of the 3 reviewers determined a finding present or absent when evaluated independently), which was compared with the reference key for the presence or absence of each finding.

All statistical analyses were performed using JMP, Version 13.2 (SAS Institute) by a professional statistician (J.K.A.). Significance for statistical tests was set at P < .05. κ statistics were appraised as to their level of agreement on the basis of prior work by Landis and Koch:19 κ < 0.00, “poor”; κ = 0.00–0.20, “slight”; κ = 0.21–0.40, “fair”; κ = 0.41–0.60, “moderate”; κ = 0.61–0.80, “substantial”; κ = 0.81–1.00, “almost perfect.”
RESULTS
A total of 518 brachial plexus MR imaging examinations were reviewed (Fig 2), of which 403 were excluded because they were not performed for evaluating a traumatic injury. Of the 115 remaining examinations, 55 were positive for BPI and 60 were negative for BPI, constituting the cases and controls. There were 2 positive examinations that demonstrated infracavicular BPI and 5 with penetrating trauma, so they were excluded from further analysis. Another 12 examinations were excluded from the case group and 10 from the control group because they did not have an initial CT of the cervical spine or CT neck angiography. A total of 36 cases and 50 controls remained for analysis.

DISCUSSION
Of the 6 CT findings, scalene muscle edema/enlargement and interscalene fat pad effacement were most strongly associated with BPI and demonstrated good sensitivity and specificity. This has a sound anatomic basis because the brachial plexus runs through the interscalene fat pad between the anterior and middle scalenes, and damage to one structure may risk damage to the other. The spectrum of injuries found on the MR imaging examinations of the brachial plexus included nerve rootlet avulsion, nerve rupture, and neuropraxia, all occurring within the supraclavicular brachial plexus. The range of time between initial CT imaging and MR imaging of the brachial plexus spanned 24 hours to 9 months.

Reference Standard
Scalene muscle edema/enlargement and interscalene fat pad effacement were both 94.44% (95% CI, 81.86%–98.46%) sensitive for BPI with specificities of 88.00% (95% CI, 75.19%–94.38%) and 90.00% (95% CI, 80.64%–95.65%), respectively (Table 2). Of the remaining 4 findings, cervical lateral mass/transverse process fracture was most sensitive, 55.56% (95% CI, 39.58%–73.46%) and spinal cord eccentricity was least sensitive, 13.89% (95% CI, 6.08%–28.66%); however, all findings were specific in this cohort, ranging from 86.00% to 100.00%. Except for spinal cord eccentricity, each finding was significantly associated with BPI (OR = 3.91–153.00, P < .01).

Agreement Compared with the Reference Key and between Observers
Pooled \( \kappa \) statistics from all reviewers compared with the reference key were substantial or almost perfect for all findings (0.77–0.94, \( P < .001 \)) and were highest for first-rib and cervical lateral mass/transverse process fractures (Online Supplemental Data). Except for spinal cord eccentricity, individual \( \kappa \) statistics compared with the reference key were also substantial or almost perfect (0.65–0.97, \( P < .001 \)) and highest for fractures. For spinal cord eccentricity, the individual \( \kappa \) statistics were moderate for reviewers 1 and 2 (0.59 and 0.48, \( P < .001 \)) and substantial for reviewer 3 (0.79, \( P < .001 \)). Individual \( \kappa \) statistics between reviewers were highest for first-rib fractures, where they were almost perfect (0.84–0.93, \( P < .001 \)). Agreement was also almost perfect between readers 1 and 2 for cervical lateral mass/transverse process fracture (0.86, \( P < .001 \)). Spinal cord eccentricity had moderate agreement between all reader pairs (0.48–0.59, \( P < .001 \)), and scalene muscle edema/enlargement had moderate agreement between readers 1 and 2 and 1 and 3 (0.49 and 0.59, \( P < .001 \)). Agreement for the remaining findings was substantial for all reader pairs (0.64–0.74, \( P < .001 \)).
other. Interobserver agreement for these findings was particularly strong between the neuroradiologists, despite the subjectivity that is inherent to the evaluation of the soft tissues on CT. While the brachial plexus itself is not as well-characterized in detail on CT as on MR imaging, evidence of damage to these intimately adjacent structures acts as a valid surrogate marker for BPI. In the case of interscalene fat pad effacement, this notion is concordant with previous assumptions that a hematoma in the interscalene fat pad is highly suspicious for BPI. Scalene muscle edema and enlargement are evident when there is fat stranding adjacent to the scalenes or visible enlargement of the muscle bodies (Fig 3) and can be quickly assessed on axial and coronal images. Interscalene fat pad effacement also typically manifests with fat stranding or frank hematoma, and we found that this was most easily and quickly assessed by scrutinizing the fat adjacent to the proximal vertebral arteries on coronal images (Fig 4), though this region can and should also be assessed on other multiplanar images. Both findings are best assessed with a soft-tissue reconstruction kernel, possibly making its routine addition to a trauma CT cervical spine examination valuable.

First-rib and cervical lateral mass/transverse process fractures are injuries that indicate high-energy trauma with a vector that overlaps the brachial plexus. The scalene muscles, between which the brachial plexus courses, originate at the transverse processes of C2 through C7, and the anterior and middle scalenes insert on the first rib. Abrupt and forceful lateral flexion of the neck may cause traction and result in avulsion of the contralateral scalene muscles and has been postulated to be the primary cause of cervical transverse process fractures; this may also account for a proportion of first-rib fractures for the same reason. Such traction on the neck has also been associated with BPI, and it has been reported that as many as 10% of patients with cervical transverse process fractures may have concomitant BPI. We found that both findings were specific in this cohort for and significantly associated with BPI. This finding is concordant with prior literature and also supports the assumption, based on the anatomy, that scalene muscle injury is closely associated with BPI. Fracture detection is already part of a standard trauma search pattern, and in keeping with this notion, we found interobserver agreement to be excellent and the highest of all CT findings. However, because fractures are a common finding in polytrauma, caution must be used when raising the suspicion for BPI if no other specific findings are present.

Extra-axial spinal canal hemorrhage manifests on CT as hyperattenuating products outside the spinal cord and can be identified when sought. While larger amounts of hemorrhage may be most readily identified, subtle cases with smaller hemorrhages can be challenging to visualize on CT compared with MR imaging, which is extremely sensitive to blood products. This issue is, in part, due to the lower contrast resolution of CT and the proximity to osseous structures, which can prevent selection of an optimal window width and level setting. Spinal cord eccentricity is also a subtle finding on CT, which can be difficult to

Table 2: Prevalence, sensitivities, specificities, and ORs of the CT findings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Finding</th>
<th>Cases (n = 36)</th>
<th>Controls (n = 50)</th>
<th>Sensitivity (95% CI)</th>
<th>Specificity (95% CI)</th>
<th>OR, P Value (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scalene muscle edema/enlargement</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>94.44 (81.86–98.46)</td>
<td>88.00 (76.19–94.38)</td>
<td>130.33; P &lt; .001 (24.77–685.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interscalene fat pad effacement</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>94.44 (81.86–98.46)</td>
<td>90.00 (78.64–95.65)</td>
<td>153.00; P &lt; .001 (27.97–836.89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-rib fracture</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>38.89 (24.78–55.14)</td>
<td>86.00 (73.81–93.05)</td>
<td>3.91; P = .01 (1.38–11.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervical lateral mass or transverse</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>55.56 (39.58–70.46)</td>
<td>92.00 (81.16–96.85)</td>
<td>14.38; P &lt; .001 (4.27–48.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>process fracture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra-axial spinal canal hemorrhage</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27.78 (15.85–43.99)</td>
<td>100.00 (92.86–100)</td>
<td>40.02; P = .01 (2.26–709.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinal cord eccentricity</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13.89 (6.08–28.66)</td>
<td>100.00 (92.86–100)</td>
<td>17.63; P = .05 (0.9425–329.97)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A 42-year-old man with preganglionic BPI and extra-axial hemorrhage. An axial CT image (A) shows a large extra-axial hematoma centered at the left of the spinal canal (arrow), which appears to compress the eccentric spinal cord (arrowhead). An axial T2 STIR MR imaging (B) in the same patient performed a day later shows an extra-axial hematoma (arrow); the hematoma and motion artifacts on the examination limit the diagnostic quality, but multilevel nerve rootlet avulsions are evident on sequential images. There is also severely abnormal signal hyperintensity (arrowhead) and a probable focus of hemorrhage (focal T2 hypointenisty) in the spinal cord.

A 26-year-old man with preganglionic BPI and eccentricity of the spinal cord. An axial CT image (A) shows subtle eccentricity of the spinal cord and thecal sac (arrow) with an asymmetric amount of CSF in the right aspect of the spinal canal, which is indicative of a pseudomeningocele. There is also thin extra-axial hemorrhage (arrowhead) along the posterior aspect of the spinal cord. An axial T2 STIR MR imaging performed a day later in the same patient (B) shows complete avulsion of the ventral and dorsal nerve rootlets with eccentricity of the spinal cord (arrow), which is lateralized to the left of the spinal canal, compatible with preganglionic BPI. A small pseudomeningocele is confirmed on MR imaging (arrowhead) and is a finding highly associated with nerve rootlet avulsion.

FIG 5. A 42-year-old man with preganglionic BPI and extra-axial hemorrhage. An axial CT image (A) shows a large extra-axial hematoma centered at the left of the spinal canal (arrow), which appears to compress the eccentric spinal cord (arrowhead). An axial T2 STIR MR imaging (B) in the same patient performed a day later shows an extra-axial hematoma (arrow); the hematoma and motion artifacts on the examination limit the diagnostic quality, but multilevel nerve rootlet avulsions are evident on sequential images. There is also severely abnormal signal hyperintensity (arrowhead) and a probable focus of hemorrhage (focal T2 hypointenisty) in the spinal cord.

FIG 6. A 26-year-old man with preganglionic BPI and eccentricity of the spinal cord. An axial CT image (A) shows subtle eccentricity of the spinal cord and thecal sac (arrow) with an asymmetric amount of CSF in the right aspect of the spinal canal, which is indicative of a pseudomeningocele. There is also thin extra-axial hemorrhage (arrowhead) along the posterior aspect of the spinal cord. An axial T2 STIR MR imaging performed a day later in the same patient (B) shows complete avulsion of the ventral and dorsal nerve rootlets with eccentricity of the spinal cord (arrow), which is lateralized to the left of the spinal canal, compatible with preganglionic BPI. A small pseudomeningocele is confirmed on MR imaging (arrowhead) and is a finding highly associated with nerve rootlet avulsion.

Table 2: Prevalence, sensitivities, specificities, and ORs of the CT findings
identify prospectively because differences in patient positioning and the close similarities in the attenuation of the spinal cord compared with the adjacent CSF are likely to result in lower precision. Coupled with the low prevalence of these findings in our cohort, we favor that these imaging subtleties were the reasons that sensitivity was low compared with the other findings. Spinal cord eccentricity was also the only finding that was not significantly associated with BPI in this cohort, possibly also relating to its low prevalence. On the other hand, extra-axial spinal canal hemorrhage and spinal cord eccentricity were 100% specific for BPI in this cohort, and we suggest that when present, they indicate severe injury that correlates more highly with nerve rootlet avulsion in the same manner as a pseudomeningocele, both of which may be better appreciated on MR imaging or a CT myelogram. Caution should be exercised in the use of extra-axial hemorrhage within the cervical spine as a predictor of brachial plexus injury because extra-axial intracranial hemorrhage as well as vertebral fractures may also lead to spinal canal hemorrhage.

With a κ analysis of the CT findings, pooled and individual statistics showed that agreement was substantial or near-perfect with the exception of spinal cord eccentricity. This result may be, in part, because of the difficulty in identifying the contents of the spinal canal. In regard to interobserver κ statistics, the analysis showed that agreement was most consistently high between the 2 neuroradiologists for denoting the presence of scalene muscle edema/enlargement and interscalene fat pad effacement, likely due to similar levels of expertise and consistency.

There were limitations to our study design. There was selection bias because CT examinations were chosen for analysis only if the MR imaging had been performed later to assess for BPI. Doing so does not take into account all patients undergoing CT neck angiography or CT of the cervical spine for trauma; therefore, the authors could not determine whether the findings presented may be equally or more prevalent in situations in which there is no clinical concern for BPI. Clinical concern for BPI also increases the pretest probability of finding BPI and abnormal findings on CT. The readers, while blinded to the results of the MR imaging, still implicitly expected that there would be a higher-than-normal number of cases positive for BPI in the study cohort due to this increased pretest probability. Subsequently, it is possible that detection of the CT findings may have been subject to a degree of bias that would not be present for a radiologist interpreting unknown cases in his or her normal practice.

Finally, this was a single-institution study, which may limit its overall generalizability. However, given our diverse patient population, this is thought to be less of a concern, and experiences would likely be comparable at other level 1 trauma centers. A future prospective trial with a larger cohort would be warranted to determine whether these findings would be valid with inclusion of all patients with CT neck angiography and cervical spine CT after their traumatic episode and would mitigate selection bias.

There were also minor limitations in image quality and examination protocols due to varied examination practices during an 11-year period on multiple scanners. For example, given the traditional CT neck angiography or cervical spine protocol at our institution, the complete extent of the first rib was not always seen, and while first-rib fracture was ultimately a finding of secondary importance, it could still limit performance and utility in some cases. Streak artifacts from contrast within the vascular system or from the upper extremities at times obscured visualization of the structures at the base of the neck. Finally, soft-tissue reconstructions were only variably present on cervical spine CT examinations, limiting evaluation of the most significant CT findings of BPI, namely scalene muscle edema/enlargement and interscalene fat pad effacement.

Despite these limitations and MR imaging is ubiquitous in major medical centers, identification of possible BPI at the time of initial CT trauma imaging has a potential impact in multiple scenarios. In the setting of a patient who is under general anesthesia or comatose at the time of initial imaging and cannot participate in a neurologic examination, concerning CT findings may prompt further imaging and specialist consultation. Also, small community hospitals, stand-alone emergency rooms, and urgent care clinics in the United States may have CT as their most advanced cross-sectional resource; identification of possible BPI may lead to more prompt disposition and transfer of the patient. Furthermore, in the situation of locales in underprivileged countries or hospitals established in austere environments overseas, BPI identification on CT may lead to prompt transfer to a higher level of care. Ultimately, identifying these potential high-yield findings on CT may advance radiologists’ ability to care for patients in a broad spectrum of environments.

CONCLUSIONS
Assessment of initial CT neck angiography or cervical spine imaging performed for the work-up of traumatic injury can predict which patients are at risk of BPI and which patients may benefit from early MR imaging of the brachial plexus. In particular, scalene muscle edema/enlargement and interscalene fat pad effacement correlate highly and can be quickly incorporated into an existing trauma search pattern. However, because MR imaging remains the imaging criterion standard for detecting and describing BPI, negative or equivocal CT findings should not prevent further evaluation in patients with suspicious clinical findings or a high-risk mechanism of injury. We also found substantial or almost perfect interobserver agreement on all findings when comparing the reference key and the resident physician and neuroradiologist observers, despite the subjectivity and subtlety of some of the findings. While we found that interobserver agreement for single findings between readers was more variable, agreement was still good for key findings like scalene muscle edema/enlargement and interscalene fat pad effacement. This finding suggests that these results are relatively straightforward and accessible, allowing radiologists with varying levels of comfort with neurotrauma imaging to successfully apply this knowledge in standard practice. We suggest that knowledge of these high-value findings is important to any radiologist who routinely interprets trauma imaging and may potentially decrease costly delays in care for patients with BPI.
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